
Research Paper 

How will disinfecting items and methods applied to money affect the germs that 
are present according to the germs that remain? Germs are everywhere including 
money. Different sources of money (coin and paper) have different types and amounts 
of germs on their surfaces, according to a personal previous Germs on Money 
investigation completed. Knowing that the surface of money contains germs, it is 
important to know what types of germs are present and which method of cleaning is 
most effective for the surface of the money. This paper will answer these questions: 
What are some well used and effective disinfecting products and/or methods? What 
initial warm temperature is known for killing germs, and what is the process one uses to 
identify leftover germs? 

Different disinfecting items have been scientifically tested to kill germs on many 
surfaces. According to The Most Effective Ways to Kill Coronavirus in Your Home, 
“Solutions of 70% alcohol should be left on surfaces for 30 seconds (including 
cellphones) to ensure they will kill viruses. Pure (100%) alcohol evaporates too quickly 
for such use.” Which means that alcohol can kill many sources of germs and bacteria. 
Many wipes and sprays contain high amounts of alcohol because alcohol kills germs 
quickly. One common disinfecting item is disinfecting wipes. As stated by Disinfection 
Spray or Wipes? The Pros and Cons at a Glance, “Despite the fact that a disinfection 
spray in combination with a cleaning cloth is popular and can be effective, we note 
several limitations and risks that can have problematic consequences….Disinfection 
wipes are a modern disinfection solution. They demonstrate the same power as the 
spray, but without the additional limitations.” Disinfecting wipes are used every day for 
many cleaning purposes. From disinfecting toilet seats to cleaning kitchen counters, 
these wipes are well used around the world. Many cleaning companies compete to 
create the most effective and commonly used disinfecting wipe. There are many other 
common disinfecting items. Another source, Best Surface Cleaners, Wipes, and 
Disinfectants, states “ In non-pandemic times, Clorox’s bleach-free wipes are usually 
sold in single canisters or in four-packs at a range of retailers. These wipes can 
eliminate the coronavirus on hard surfaces in your home—countertops, bathroom 
fixtures, doorknobs, light switches, and tile and some wood floors—but not on fabric and 
other soft materials…...Lysol Disinfectant Spray uses quaternary ammonium (quarts) 
instead of bleach. It’s safe on hard surfaces and most fabrics.” This source shows that 
Clorox bleach free wipes are known for killing germs on most hard surfaces. Yet, the 
wipes are not as effective on softer items. There are many different disinfecting items 
that are well known and trusted for killing germs. 

High temperatures of heat can kill bacteria and germs. But, what initial warm 
temperature is known for killing germs? The article, What temperature kills Germs? How 
to use heat Properly to get rid of bacteria and viruses states, “Hot temperatures can kill 
most germs/ usually at least 140 degrees Fahrenheit....Freezing temperatures don’t kill 
germs, but it makes them dormant until they are thawed.’’ For the experiment that will 
be done, the different money sources will have to be put in 140 degrees Fahrenheit or 
higher temperature to kill any germs or bacteria on the surface of the money . The 
information about germs being thawed can be very important and needed to pause 
germs in their paths. According to 2.2:Bacteria Survival Information, “Bacteria do not 
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multiply but survive below 32 degrees….Bacteria multiply rapidly in 40 and 140 
degrees….Bacteria will not multiply but start to die between 140 and 165 
degrees….Bacteria will die at a temperature above 212 degrees.” Now the exact 
information is known for what temperature germs or bacteria die, multiply, or stop 
growing at. Temperature plays a key role in killing bacteria and germs. 

 It is known that there are germs on money but, what type of germs are they? Identifying 
germs is important for many reasons. For instance, knowing if the germs present could 
possibly be harmful to humans is important to keep people healthy because people 
touch and exchange money frequently. And, if the germs are present then what is the 
best way known to kill those germs or types of bacteria? As stated by Identifying and 
Classifying Bacteria, “The most fundamental technique for classifying bacteria is the 
gram stain, developed in 1884 by Danish scientist Christian Gram….The gram stain 
works best on young, growing populations  of bacteria, and can be inconsistent in older 
populations maintained in the laboratory.” In order to identify the germs that are on the 
money gram staining will be a crucial part of the experiment. If the germs were to sit for 
too long and start to die there would not be dependable data for the experiment. The 
germs will have to be fresh and still mostly growing. Methods of Classifying and 
Identifying Microorganisms states, “When identifying bacteria in the laboratory, the 
following characteristics are used: Gram staining, shape, presence of a capsule, 
bonding tendency, motility, respiration, growth medium, and whether it is intra- or 
extracellular.” In this experiment not all of these methods will be used. But, some will be 
very important for identifying germs. Observing the germ colonies growing is necessary 
to identify what type of germs are present on the surface of the money. Overall, knowing 
how to identify the germs on the surface of the money is very important for the 
experiment. 

 This research has answered key questions that involved the experiment that is soon to 
take place. Many disinfecting items are known for killing many germs. Clorox Bleach 
Free Wipes, Lysol Disinfecting Spray, and alcohol based solutions are well known and 
scientifically proven effective. The initial warm temperature known for killing germs is 
about 140 degrees Fahrenheit. Germs survive at 32 degrees Fahrenheit, but do not 
grow. Also, germs start to die between 140 degrees and 165 degrees Fahrenheit. There 
are many methods, in order to identify germs. One method that will be used in 
identifying the germs in this experiment is gram staining. This research is effective and 
informational in order to answer the question, how will disinfecting items and methods 
applied to money affect the germs that are present according to the germs that remain? 
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